Passive and periodically ultra fast RF-photonic spectral scanner.
In this paper we present passive photonic device performing periodic and ultra fast spectral analysis of RF signals modulated on optical carrier. The spectral scanning is demonstrated in two approaches. First by passing the light through a couple of special bulk periscopes that split the beam into a set of parallel channels or combine a set of channels into one beam. One surface of each periscope is coated with high reflectivity coating such that the set of parallel beams travel several times through the structure due to their partial back reflection in each passage through the periscope. In each passage in the system the channel experience different delay in comparison with the original signal. This relative delay is accumulative and it is generated by placing glass bars with different length for each one of the channels. This structure realizes Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter that performs the spectral scanning. The second approach involves similar configuration but it is realized with fibers and Y couplers rather than bulk optics. In this case the filter that performs the spectral scanning is an Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter having much sharper spectral sampling capability.